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1. INTRODUCTION

The last twelve months saw two critical changes in the U.S. and Europe that may forever
change the landscape in media law. In the U.S., the four major record companies s
actually came to eliminate all DRM protections for downloaded music sold through
several competing online stores, including a ubiquitous Amazon.com. The sea change
came after the majors grew increasingly disappointed with the ability of digital sales to
recapture revenues lost in the previous decade for a number of contested reasons. In
Europe, the French government participated in a landmark deal that would widen online
catalog while getting the ISPs to participate in online content identification. The events
of the last year merge with the critical changes of the past three -- the development of
social networking and the reemergence of online advertising – to continue what we can
reasonably describe as a perfect storm..

2. DRM AND INTEROPERABILITY
While legal scholars may debate the connection of TCP/DRM and fair dealings and other
user exemptions, I shall as an economist confine my attention to actual market events
alluded to above.
Before DRM is pronounced dead, we acknowledge that the present difficulties of DRM
in the download market face two critical complications that interfere with any direct test
of the technologies. First, TCP/DRM-protected music tracks now compete with engrained
file-sharing networks where tracks are downloaded free of charge, often illegally..
Second, consumer acceptance of protected downloads flagged due to the limited
compatibility of different playing devices and online services.
Neither consideration necessarily reflects the inherent tastes of consumers to the controls
of technological content protection. Indeed, viewers at academic and research libraries
have no large argument with online catalogs of databases and journals that allow viewers
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to safely access vast amounts of information from their desktops. There is no additional
allowance in these catalogs to allow viewers to “rip, mix, burn” reports from online
copyrighted materials, And while additional user rights in online libraries might be
attractive, users would reasonably forego such options if the financial integrity of the
services were to decline, thus jeopardizing their existence. Concerns regarding
monetization are then antecedent to the user rights that follow.
As the market’s leading portable device for music downloads, the Apple iPod now
accommodates iTunes tracks protected by the company’s Fairplay DRM technology as
well as unprotected MP3s that users have ripped from personal collections or downloaded
from the Internet. According to Piper Jaffrey, Apple’s iTunes now account for 90% of all
tracks sold in the legitimate a la carte download market; 1 second place eMusic does not
carry acts from major labels. However, while MP3s can be played on any device,
Apple’s Fairplay protection can play only on iPods, and iPods admit no other protected
DRM technology. Consequently, each potential buyer of an iTunes download faces the
future possibility that collections of purchased tracks will become useless if another
music player otherwise becomes preferred. 2
The evidence confirms the predictable consequences of the market lockup. Steve Jobs
himself admitted in February, 2007 that the average iPod has only 22 tracks purchased
directly from iTunes; the remainder were MP3s ripped or downloaded from elsewhere. 3
Moreover, a full 83% of iPod owners do not purchase digital music regularly. 4 Apple’s
iPod devices have sold well primarily because they allow fans carry their MP3
collections everywhere.
And iTunes has gained market share primarily because the
base of iPods has increased, not because each iPod users stocks up on iTunes 5 .
To no practical avail, major content owners had tried since 2004 to resolve these
compatibility problems by coming forth with a standards interface, named Coral, that
Under pressure
might have accommodated interoperability among different DRMs. 6
from European regulators to implement compatibility in some manner, Apple in
February, 2007 instead rejected all forms of accommodation for their DRM. Rather, Jobs
asserted the importance of maintaining the company’s trade secrets regarding DRM but
simultaneously calling upon the record labels to abandon DRM altogether. 7
.Faced with a market impasse and the unabated use of free file-sharing, the four major
record companies (Universal Music Group, Warner Music, EMI, and Sony BMG) came
in the next months to sell DRM-free tracks in online stores. While EMI in April, 2007
came first to offer through iTunes and Amazon unprotected MP3 tracks encoded in a
higher resolution format, 8 the market-leading Universal Music Group (UMG) in August
priced unprotected MP3s at 99 cents at Amazon, Wal-Mart, Rhapsody, Google, Best
Buy, Trans World Entertainment, PassAlong Networks, and Puretracks; UMG did not
sign a similar contract with iTunes. Warner Music began to offer DRM-free downloads
through Amazon.com in December, 9 and SonyBMG did so in the first quarter of 2008. 10
The move by Sony BMG is especially noteworthy, as the venture had aroused some
controversy in 2005 by embedding CDs with a surreptitious DRM that was transferred
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and buried in user personal computers when the tracks were ripped and stored in hard
drive. 11
With all four labels offering unprotected MP3s of most music catalog, it may be true that
DRM is finished in the U.S. download markets. However, there are two areas in the
music sector where technological content protection must yet bear proper scrutiny –
subscription services and advertising supported content. Greater applications like in
television, movies, photography, art, and textual work.
Regarding subscription services, Rhapsody and Napster etc. now offer to listeners the
attractive option of unlimited streaming and temporary downloads of millions of catalog
tracks.priced at a monthly fee of $15. Nonetheless, streaming services have disappointed
artists and labels; subscription now accounts for a modest 5% of world revenues in digital
markets, while downloads and mobile (i.e., ringtones) respectively notched market
shares of 48%.and 47%. 12
The growth of streaming is hurt by two additional impasses . First, subscribers fear that
playlist details may be lost if they migrate to a rival service. This compatibility problem
could be resolved if competing services would agree to standards to memorialize playlists
for crossovers, much as competitive banks accommodate one another’s customers at
ATM machines.
Second, licensors of any record track must also contract with the song publisher for the
rights to use the underlying composition upon which the track is based. The matter is a
non-issue for the download services, where rights for musical compositions have been
However, streaming and limited
made available through compulsory licenses. 13
download providers in the U.S. do not have statutory guarantees, and are thus lacking in e
substantial amounts of publisher catalog. Indeed, the Digital Media Association claimed
in 2007 that subscription services lacked rights to ssome 50 percent of the compositions
that its members now seek. 14 Senior executives at RealNetworks and Napster agreed
also that licensing difficulties for publisher catalog – not piracy – represented the single
biggest business problem that limits the uptake of their subscription services.. 15 The
fragmentation of rights has then created an anti-commons that hinders the market uptake
of one of the most attractive online services – subscription music.

3. THE FRENCH CONNECTION
The U.S. and Europe may now have embarked on two different courses to engage ISPs to
participate in the war against illegal file-sharing. The media industry then faces a critical
experiment that should affect future tactics in the enforcement of legitimate rights.
Content owners in the U.S. continued in the past year to bring actions against serial
uploaders and websites that made available software used predominantly in the
unauthorized redistribution of copyrighted material. Content owners also continued to
press for mandatory use of filtering technologies through litigation – e.g., Viacom v.
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YouTube 16 -- and for voluntary adoption of content identification technologies through
the User Generated Content Principles. 17 Neither of these activities implicated the ISPs.
While ISPs historically avoided any additional role beyond compliance with the notice
and takedown provisions of the DMCA, 18 several ISPs in the U.S. and Canada
(including AT&T 19 , Shaw, and Rogers) now appear willing to voluntarily filter traffic for
infringing works. To do this, a cooperating ISP would install network devices that would
extract audio fingerprints or watermarks from transmitted files and compare the extracted
information with identification data that rights owners may catalog online.
Nonetheless, voluntary filtering of online transmissions lacks universal appeal among
U.S. ISPs. For example, Verizon does not “want to get into the business of inspecting the
bits and figuring out what is and is not appropriate traffic.” 20 The company may
reasonably fear the legal complications that could arise from its refusal to handle all
traffic, thus presenting a potential loss of status as a common carrier. These common
carriers are also major beneficiaries of the broadband extension that free media
encourages.
While Capitol Hill has stayed out of the issue, Europe has recently considered more
direct legislative approaches to bring about ISP involvement.. In November, 2007, the
Sarkozy government announced the Agreement for the Development and Protection of
Cultural Works and Programmes on New Networks, (aka the Olivennes Agreement),
which advocated a warning and sanction mechanism aimed at deterring copyright
infringement. 21 This sanction mechanism is legally based on the responsibility of the
subscriber to deter fraudulent use, currently found under Article L. 335-12 of the
Intellectual Property Code. 22 Jean Berbinau, general secretary of French regulatory body
Autorité de Régulation des Mesures Techniques (Regulatory Authority for Technical
Measures), said that legislation will pass by summer, 2008. 23 Some considerable action
is forthcoming.
Under the terms of the Olivennes Agreement, a participating ISP would send out in its
name electronic warning messages to any network subscriber alleged to have downloaded
infringing work Repeat infringers will be referred to judges or to appointed officials for
sanctions ranging from temporary suspension to complete termination (hence the name
“three strikes and out”). As a public guidepost to discourage later infringers, the
government authority will publish monthly statistics on its enforcement activities. The
same authority may request that ISPs impose additional protection measures and sanction
those who fail to respond to injunctions.
France’s deal represents a considerable social compact, having attracted more than 40
signatories, including three ministers (finance, justice and culture), five internet service
providers 24 and the country’s content providers. To sweeten the financial attraction,
content owners also agreed to drop within one year all non-interoperable DRM on
permanent downloads, and so allow compatibility of online purchases with any sort of
computer or digital player. The French film industry also agreed to move post-cinema
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release dates from seven and a half months to six months, which would match the rules
established for DVDs. 25
The general appeal of the French approach varies elsewhere. With no direct government
intercession, the four major ISPs in Japan apparently agreed to a similar approach. 26
Less warm to the idea, the British government recently issued a white paper that
included a vague call for "voluntary, preferably commercial solutions" by April 2009. 27
For its part, the Swedish government explicitly rejected “three strikes” and out, noting
that shutting down an Internet subscription was "a wide-reaching measure that could have
serious repercussions in society". 28 And in Ireland, the major record companies actually
sued the largest ISP, Eircom, in an attempt to force it to block illicit downloads. 29
A somewhat different initiative appeared in Brussels in November, 2007, when the
European Parliament's Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE) issued a
report that called upon SPs "to apply filtering measures to prevent copyright
infringements" in order to "rethink the critical issue of intellectual property".30 Under the
proposed filtering system, ISPs would automatically read fingerprints or watermarks
and move directly to disable download transmissions found to infringe copyright. The
ITRE proposal seems to have been withdrawn in January, 2008.
European officials in France and elsewhere seem to have focused on the download and
thus place the costs upon ISPs (and presumably their subscribers) rather than content
owners themselves Video filtering technology is not nearly as sophisticated as audio,
leaving the possibility of a vast number of false negatives and false positives in this
growing area.
Any undue reliance upon fingerprinting could be problematic, as infringers may use
encryption software to avoid central detection by the ISPs. Indeed, in sworn testimony in
June, 2007 before the U.S. Congress, a critical academic witness (University of Utah)
testified that the fingerprinting technology of Audible Magic was critical in combating
infringement on his university’s computer network. 31 However, the same authority
acknowledged that the fingerprinting operation could be defeated entirely by end-to-end
encryption, which is made possible through online software. Yet another authority
(Arizona State University) also reported considerable success with Audible Magic, but
simultaneously feared a technology arms race that would soon result once fingerprinting
weredefeated. 32
If content filtering is defeated, protocol filtering could be installed to slow or eliminate
packets headed by p2p protocols. 33 Independent of concern for copyright protection,
ISPs can now use protocol filtering to control high-bandwidth traffic on many former
illegal networks as well as the unencrypted BitTorrent handshake. Due to the videohandling capabilities of` newer software versions, ISPs will increasingly attempt to use
protocol filtering to eliminate congestion.
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However, protocol filtering too presents its concerns. First, content can again be
encrypted, and traffic monitoring thus avoided. 34 An arms race may then be beginning
between users and their ISPs. Second, while protocol filtering can discern certain P2P
protocols, it would have no ability to determine whether a particular transmission
actually infringes copyright. Here, the BitTorrent protocol now gathers appeal for a
number of noninfringing uses related to cooperative research, software upgrades, library
digital files, and distance education requirements. Indeed, all major studios have signed
deals with Joost, a legitimate distributor of content based on the BitTorrent protocol, 35
and MPAA members have spoken generally of the possible efficiencies. 36

The combined parties of Europe here may be emphasizing the harms of downloading
without considering equally the upload. In this respect, Bill Rosenblatt of DRM Watch
writes “[T]he Olivennes Agreement does nothing to help stem the supply of
unauthorized content. Ironically, far from eliminating DRM in France, it may well shift
DRM usage to that most ironic of purposes: to aid pirates in uploading content so that
users can download it without being detected. All but the most trivial encryption
schemes would suffice for this purpose, because they would foil fingerprinting and
watermarking technologies.“ 37 The policy vector in Europe is evidently directed
differently than in the U.S., where uploaders appear to be the prime target.
If Mr. Rosenblatt is correct, this apparent emphasis may be misfocused. As the RIAA
has evidently proven, major uploaders (who apparently did not encrypt) can be identified
without the use of filtering technology. 38 As a jurisprudential matter, it would then be
interesting to learn if the litigation war against piracy can be made more cooperative,
more automatic, and possibly more conciliatory. This may be possible if ISPs and court
administrators are made part of the process. In this regard, electronic warnings, ongoing
human oversight, and temporary suspensions have some higher moral appeal, at least
compared to lawsuits and financial settlements, particularly when combined with DRM
interoperability and expanded catalogs for online use. There would also be some
apparent moral advantage if court administrators could use the authority of the
government to publish activities in a public forum. Relatively speaking, an even-handed
administrative approach to the upload may prove to be a more effective and somewhat
gentler option than the present litigation battles that now consume the American
landscape.
.
3. ADVERTISING AND SOCIAL NETWORKS
The events of the last year merge with the critical changes of the past three -- the
development of social networking and the reemergence of online advertising. Social
networking is the touchstone technology of Web 2.0, a highly interactive “metadomain”
involving virtual clubs where content can be shared and redacted with extended network
interactions and user editing rights. To allow social networks to eliminate user
transactional fees, financing for social networks may presumably come from the pockets
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of advertisers who would be attracted to the growing numbers and specific demographic
natures of interconnected audiences.
Social networks — such as Myspace, YouTube, LiveJournal, Friendster, and Facebook
— now allow people with common personal interests to post or exchange blogs, instant
messages, music recommendations, photos, classifieds, event notices, and other items of
personal interest.. As a signal event in the past two years, News Corporation acquired the
Web site, MySpace. With over 100 million viewers, 39 MySpace now is the world's
sixth most popular website, and the third most popular website in the U.S. 40 Another
social networking site, YouTube, now may include some 72.8 million videos and some
2,8 million user channels. 41 YouTube was launched in February, 2005 with an initial
investment of $12.5 million, and was bought out by Google in October, 2006 for $1.65
billion. 42 Now a target of a lawsuit from Viacom for unauthorized use of copyrighted
material, YouTube now accommodates the insertion of rich media banner ads that can
monetize Google’s investments in the social network.. 43
Regarding online advertising, the recent history of two digital companies — Google and
America Online — should tell us how the market now views the future. The leading
search engine Google accounts for over 50% of searches on the Internet and derives some
98% of its annual revenues from the sale of advertising to online sponsors. Since 2002,
the company has seen advertising revenues increase from $439 million to 16.6 billion and
net earnings per share increase from $0.86 to $13.53. 44 By contrast, the former online
bellwether AOL in September, 2006 abandoned its subscription model and made its
search engine and accompanying software freely available to all broadband users. 45
AOL expected that the lost subscription fees will be compensated by the gain in
advertising dollars expectedly arising from its larger viewing audience.
Online advertising continued the uptrend in the year 2007, as companies spent a record
$31 billion on web-sites, search engines, social networks, and blogs. 46
Forrester
Research predicted in 2007 that this amount would double to $61 billion by 2012. 47
For its part, ZenithOptimedia predicted in 2007 that Internet ad spending would overtake
radio spending by the end of 2008, and thus become soon the fourth most popular
advertising medium in global spending (behind television, newspapers and magazines).
48

The nexus of networking and advertising will advance further through the development
of massive multi-player distributed games (or virtual worlds), such as Second Life. 49
Virtual worlds now offer to users the potential for networked engagements that combine
problem-solving, cooperation, and competition in gamed situations. In virtual space,
users can create second selves called avatars, which can visit, make friends, build homes,
buy virtual items, and run businesses in online universes. As the appeal grows, virtual
worlds will increasingly accommodate themes with merchandising, entertainment, or
cultural venues; e.g., avatars may engage one surrounding by the characters, places, and
songs of Disneyworld, National Geographic, or ancient Greece. .
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There is clear potential for advertising and social networking to help out the media
industries.. For the besieged music industry, this author calculates label profits could
double if as little as 2.5% percent of broadcast radio advertising in the U.S. could be
diverted to the revenue line of record labels. 50 As an enabling instrument to engage fans
and widen advertising bases, Web 2.0 then offers great potential for the industry to
monetize investments.
A great potentiality is demonstrated by News Corp.’s MySpace, which announced in
January, 2007 a deal to integrate SNOCAP into a “Mystore” widget, and thus allow
bands to make licensed MP3 tracks directly available to MySpace audiences.. 51 Listeners
may then exchange or recommend their downloads with one another, and thus build their
appeal through recommendation and social networking Now ranked as the top social
music site, Imeem is a social networking site music fans engage one another with shared
blogs, photos, audio, and video. 52 . The company has more than 25 million visitors per
month[ and attracts over 65,000 new users every day. 53
Nonetheless, analysts must yet be cautious before claiming advertising to be the magic
bullet that can lead content owners and service providers to entirely abandon
transactional and subscription charges that have been the incumbent means of financing
content. At present, advertising in the U.S. has not reached the narrow tail of the website
universe Indeed, the top 10 Web sites accounted for more than 70 percent of online
advertising revenue in the first half of 2007, while the top 50 sites accounted for 90
percent. 54 As advertisers attach a premium for integrated buys and one stop shopping,
it remains to be seen whether niche markets can cut the mustard.
Indeed, Beth Comstock, former head of NBC Universal’s Integrated Media Fund (an
investor in media and digital companies), phrases the caution:
“I'm getting to the point where I feel like every answer to every business development
pitch is 'We're going to be advertiser supported’ …It's just not going to be possible …
There are not going to be enough advertising dollars in the marketplace. No matter how
clever we are, no matter what the format is." 55
Even ZenithOptimedia is cautious: “the [growth rate of 29 percent] will start to slow
naturally. It can’t continue to grow explosively forever. It's quite possible that new
formats will arrive, but looking at the existing formats, they are starting to mature." 56
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